Fireweed – English Homework
This term, our class book is Fireweed by Jill Paton Walsh.
Bill and Julie meet each other in a chance encounter at Aldwych
underground where they are sheltering during an air raid in 1940. Both
are runaway evacuees who have returned to their home city: London.
They don’t see it as dangerous and they want to stay there. But, this
means they have to live without adults, without ration books, and without
a place to stay. Their best chance of survival, literally and as independent
children, is to pair up and become a team.
We will be exploring the characters, settings and themes this term and so
for your homework, I would like you to find out a bit more about children
evacuees in World War II.
Read through the information I have given you and then write your own
letter home to your parents. Use the planning boxes to help you.
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